Commissioners of Trust Funds Meeting Agenda

May 25, 2017

145 Main Street  Groton, MA    Noon

Trust Commissioners (regular meeting) including Executive Session Anticipated Agenda.

Sign Bills

Discuss/possible vote on Lecture Fund applications for 2017-2018

$58,606 was disbursed via 75 applications for the 2017-2018 year.

Discuss/possible vote on applications for following scholarships:

Maria Belistky – selected by Ingrid Belistky
    Sarah Latario - $750
    Connor Griffiths - $750

Peter Bertozzi – Selected by the Commissioners
    Ian Peterson - $1000
    Nick Poitras - $1000

Peter Twomey – selected by the Twomey Family
    Mallory Cain - $500
    Adam Scott - $500

Frank Waters
    First Year Students – 12 students @ 4500 each
    Second Year Students – 3 students @ $3500 each
    Adult Students – TBD @ $2500
GDRHS – Balance of $65k submitted from last year for chromebooks

A vote to enter into Executive Session may be taken to discuss applications for the Green or Shepley Charity Funds which may include discussing the reputation, character, physical condition or mental health of an individual will be made. The individual to be discussed in such executive session shall be notified at least 48 hours prior to the proposed executive session.

Review application to the Green/Shepley Charity Fund

Review application for scholarship based on need from the Community Children’s Fund